An original evolution with many future plans

Work on enabling autonomous management (IFA041) and policy enforcement (IFA042), under development

- Intent-based network service management
- Management Data Analytics assisted management
- Autonomous container infrastructure management
- Policy management applicable to NFV-MANO
- Analysis of existing policy information and data models
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ISG NFV at a glance
The NFV open, double virtuous circle with respect to open source

- Shaping the interaction with open-source communities
  - Bi-directional relationship
  - Reference to NFV specs
  - Feedback from implementation practice
- Direct feedback to OpenStack
  - Gap resolution roadmap
- Cooperation with OPNFV
  - Demonstrative deliverables
- Collaboration with OSM
  - Tight feedback loop
- Synergies with ONAP
  - Models and API adoption
- Coordination with the Linux Foundation